NOTES
LIFE CHANGES. WHY
S H O U L D N ’ T O U R G O -T O
FRAGRANCES?
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ragrances for him; fragrances for her —
kind of quaint, don’t you think? We are,
after all, living through a time that will
no doubt go down in history for setting
new precedents as far as gender perceptions and boundaries are concerned. So
to say that women should smell of roses and men
of moss seems, frankly, a little retro.
But this doesn’t mean that we have to swap, nor that we
all have to smell of citrus. “In fragrance terms, unisex no
longer means androgyny, as it did in the 1990s,” explains
Victoria Buchanan, senior strategic researcher at The
Future Laboratory. “There’s a rise in brands describing
their scents as genderless, gender-fluid, gender-free or
gender-neutral, and the perfumers at these brands are
creating fragrances that play with traditional feminine
and masculine codes in new ways.”
This could mean mixing a delicate rose note into an
aromatic fougère fragrance; adding dark, smoky vetiver
and spices to pretty florals; or going rogue with just one
or two highly contrasting notes. Because, rather than
gender, the new generation of fragrances is being developed with a focus on craftsmanship, carefully considered ingredients and the cleverest, weirdest, wildest and
most beautifully unpredictable combinations of notes
imaginable.
If this sounds a little intimidating, fear not. It actually makes seeking out a new fragrance so much simpler.
Identify the note(s) central to fragrances that you (or
someone you’re buying for) have worn and loved, then
search them out amongst new-gen formulations and experience them as never before.

FOR LOVERS OF MUSK

Found in: Narciso Rodriguez For Her / L’Envol de Cartier
Try: Escentric Molecules Molecule 01
100ml, £72

We tend to love musk because it mimics the
smell of skin and pheromones – and Molecule 01
is one of the best interpretations of this. Utterly maverick in her approach, perfumer Geza Schön used only one
ingredient for this fragrance: Iso E Super, a man-made,
musk-like note that behaves differently on each person,
drawing out and enhancing their natural scents.
Try: Histoires de Parfums Veni 60ml, £110

If Molecule 01 is genderless, Veni is gendermore. Its packed fragrance pyramid cleverly combines musk with gourmand and spice notes including toffee, vanilla and saffron; traditionally masculine notes like oakmoss and resinous galbanum; and
traditionally softer notes like lavender and carnation.
The end result is most definitely not traditional.

FOR LOVERS OF WHITE FLOWERS

FOR LOVERS OF VETIVER

Don’t be fooled by their genteel appearance;
white flowers – orange blossom, tuberose, jasmine, neroli and the like – can be fierce little
things when the mood takes them. In Fleur Narcotique,
jasmine and orange blossom are joined by peony and
clear, woody notes for a fragrance that’s heady and seductive, yet light and dreamy.

If ingredients had an Old Boys’ Club, vetiver
would be a member. Until recently the note has,
on the whole, been hogged by ‘male’ scents. But
now its dry, woody, bitter-chocolate loveliness is being
enjoyed more widely; here it’s made unusually light with
a tart sprinkling of apple and some clever spice play.

Found in: Acqua di Parma Gelsomino Nobile /
Armani Privé Éclat de Jasmin
Try: Ex Nihilo Fleur Narcotique 100ml, £240

Try: Maison Francis Kurkdjian Baccarat
Rouge 540, 70ml, £195

Found in: Chanel Coco Mademoiselle /
Tom Ford Grey Vetiver
Try: Creed Vetiver Geranium 100ml, £200

Try: Terre d’Hermès Eau Intense Vétiver
100ml, £89

Warm woods and amber give jasmine a very different feel in Baccarat Rouge 540. Spiced up with
a frisson of saffron, the white flower sends ripples of
freshness through this otherwise sumptuous, forest-like
fragrance.

Terre d’Hermès has long been a bestselling men’s
fragrance. Now – thanks to a new edition and
our evolving buying habits – women might learn to love
it too. In the new formulation, vetiver combines with
citrus notes and Sichuan pepper to inject a little attitude
into the original accord.

FOR LOVERS OF LEATHER

FOR LOVERS OF CITRUS

A magical alchemy happens when leather is combined with other notes – it brings a smooth, warm,
strangely human quality to the mix. In Moroccan
Leather, it mingles with powdery, creamy iris butter, citrus and spices for a baking-hot, light-filled scent.

The modern citrus scent is anything but simple.
Depending on its supporting acts, it can be complex, optimistic or even sultry. In Villa Simone, it’s
skipping along the French Riviera – all bergamot, tangerine and citrus blossom blowing in the wind. But then
it mellows into herbal florals and warm woods, with just
a wink of spice as the sun goes down.

Found in: Bottega Veneta Eau de Parfum /
Bulgari Man in Black
Try: Memo Paris Moroccan Leather 75ml, £205

Try: Tom Ford Ombré Leather 100ml, £115

Ah, Mr Ford. Does he ever put a foot wrong? The
master of perfection has once again triumphed
with a dark and smouldering interpretation of a
leather scent. Moody, mysterious patchouli rubs shoulders with amber, white moss and woods – piqued with
jasmine highlights – for an excitingly shadowy leather-hearted fragrance. Behave.

Shop in-store or online at harveynichols.com
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Found in: Goutal Eau d’Hadrien / Acqua di Parma Colonia
Try: Alex Simone Villa Simone 100ml, £129

Try: Hermetica Source1 100ml, £180

This fragrance has a dual personality. It can be
worn alone as an exquisite, minimally structured
citrus scent containing bergamot, amber and
woods, or it can be layered over other Hermetica
fragrances to not only create a personalised scent but
also bring out the nuances of each of its fresh notes.

